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J.
':classes.-_during the-aaademic year

a were prepared in the summer of 19 Et\

versify by a vS6'hod 1 Mathematic s St
_ r_

';,team. me The units :were taught in a number o

the-M.11E1-s been attemPted;',birt tYpograp

and other errors_ have been.corrected.

th6 units were/used, -the teacherswere

6 submit Comments concerning their experimniaa.

queatio-nn-ire. was filled out by teachers for 'each

unt taught A copy of -this seticnriiir arid-

summary of 'comments by the teache is included for

'each unit.

In.' ad ion, in those eases where unit_ to

were prepaz,d during the yea_

gepted to

a collection , of u

items appears at the end -of the_ commentary

This volt= ncludes the .unite concerned
a

aPPli-6atiOtitl -mathematica. These units
eXIII in.-the numbering system originally ,t

fry

9, I





T IS -M.ATHMAII_CS

TO 'THE TEACHER:

This ,unit is 4Wgned, to give the pupil i appr'eciation';

for the importanee of.matIlleMatics. Its ob0 ctives are

;. To elop an un r standin g of /what math,: tics
i g oPposed Tto computation.

it TO motivate 1 pupils by pointing out the need fort'.
mathematicians. ) --

.-
' .

.. ,
Good Attitudes will be built if you sure imagination and

enthusiam; id getting these -objectives' across:to the ch4die

- kncet-thia-Unit - it ;11.f fere:It from a teNtbook it -twill:

need a different 'treat:Me:It. Ond way ,of pre en g this uh
. , .

will be -to let the atudentS -take the unit 'home an read
, -

Follow,thiawith -46.11y.class-fdiscussions on each 'part and wore

the-exercises. -1-ipourage: the more:ablejstudents =to solve the..

'B iNTBUSTERS'' but beready' to help if -ti have difficulty.

e daily elass discussions will help .the s ower learners

igest_thi,i:If_4mationand hol4..._ their, inter;
=

e, first secticin intrody c es 'AedUdtiv-A. thinking. It
; -- \

,attempts to shpw that -1PkicaPreasonipg _Can be ued,fc: sdlve

diffiv1.: probletpa.mpre easily cltharl they can be solved by ::cot=
. -. , --

p_ tation. . It should -bey pointed out that most mathematic i tis a

od Of deductive reason ere.inductrve reasoning is use

In the early .stages of a: pr s. lep the final answer is alm?s
. i ... _._

alwaib:.Pinained by deductive reasoning,, Also, matherhaties has

many/aspects, but its most powerful tool is the methok of . reaSoning.

--. This concept of .deductive re410onirii-iS not an easy one to

11:

. I

01.1(711 You may want to include "'p 8 of your own slectio4:: .

increase the 'student's.' undeptaodin

- e

c o y want to
. ...1 . .

Inc lUdeA of theproblem. o the -checktrbOard.-

'Suppose you havq, a cheokerboara, and amino-es just.' large..

enough to teoirpr two squares on the checkerboard. Can. you 'Place

tbe dominoes dn the board n such 'a: way as to cover all the



board except two opposite 0Q2

not
cove

In solving the problem is it prac iealto try aut all
pa6titifella3is-the dodlinpewpaYb'epkaaed-on.--the-bOard?

'mad be difficult beta se there ate more1%han-65,56 Ways

cover;. the whole board. The solution may be found in another
.

How many squares are there altogether an the-.board?
Bow, many.squares must be.covered?
What-is-dpecial about-*the two square next to each
ther?--- (They are different color
gat id qpecal.about the ,two opposite, corners? (They

are the same color)
# ,

If you lace, any nultb.er aft dominoes on the board can yoU say

anything about the kinds of squares which will be covered?

-old does this Con-tare-with the kinds of square6'which'youai'e
.

uPPoSed-to cover? .Do you have to make'even one experiment

in order to get the answer to the original problem? an two

squares of,the e_cOlor be .-coveyed with one domino? The

answer tothis queseion shouAd help'soMe of thekstudents reason

why the-SolutiOn iS'impossible.

to give tie students

introducing-dedutive reasoning, :it is 4stili Ae essary

ce.

Exaiples_Of_001 ntifiC_advfOrements irk, which eductive reasoning

was.used might _ethe.-Salk Vaccine,'\man-made at elites, atomic.

an understanding of its import

submarines and digital computers. Students squid have.aye aittle
.

2
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exeroi se on page 2

Birthdate indicates the same 'air: We must keep in
8-0-1111---1-14yof Pebruary- 29 -131-rithdate.=Hence---

the smallest number for vihich. we can pspie two atudfnts
have the same birthdate is 367.

If the 'nutiber is greiter than-1 there is the possibility
' "(however_ remote) that _ the 'two .pupils were born on the .same.
gilate..-*This should be carefully pointed out to the pupils
so they ma ,appi-e'clate more fully the need for provpig'.7-
'their cone usions.

.4

oetr pupils should be able to 'reason this out but
-don't' rush,. the discussion so that the pupils Miss out on
th&-idei of deductive 'rea.sonint used in the solution.

,Again; most pupils should be able to reason this out.
1. ,As in problem 2 this.is the only_acceptable conclusion
f we, are to be sure that no two People see the_ same show.._-_

6 -10. :1111 "if-then" idea may berused here to sbowthe pupils
'what. may happen if they make certain choices. It might be
a .good i,d.ea.tb let the pupils study the problem and then
hair on pupil attempt the correct' solution. If an sr or.
is made another pupi may twice over. Problems b and .7

not..di ficult. Many pupils will solve them without the
nee 4 f a diagram, b they should be given 'permission to
Us-e--Paper and .pencil'-if necessary. As they are discussed,
a. diagram. oh the 33oard may be helpful for slRwer Jearnerd.

.
,

Only one boy .may receive 3.

= 200 Pound man
B = 100 poUnd boy
C = 100 Pound boy

Er and C cross river.
B returns A crosses
C returns for B

tales goose and returns alone. He takes fox
and returns' with 'goose. He takes rrracross
river and returns j alone to pick u goose. C Students

11''enjoy working- out solutions.
(--

Most pupils gill need paper and pencil for this one. As
they ---nt.temptv-the solution in front of class--kt-cis-a-good.---------
idea, to minimize the help from other's in the class. If

-----an-erroxvis-madet.,---another -student should ;b =s
present his solution., It should be pointed out that a
crossing necessitates a landing, pe jumping from'boat
onto boat is not cons red ethical.

_ _



.Cross river, M1 returns.
cross river. C returns..
cross river. I C retUrn.
rosy river. C r urns..

cross river. urns.:
cross river.

Balance the two groups or marbles -each &Lance
en it 16 only necessary to balance the 'eynaining two

marbles ter ind the hehvy one. If the two groups of -3
erb es d ` `ot balance take the heasief\group.. Of the
marbles , the heaVier grOup balance any 2marbles. If

they balan e the -remaining Marble is.- the heaviest one
It the_ -2- arbbles-. do hot balance- the, heaviest, -411I be; 1 o
the 2 on the balance.
The second', section deals with Gauss' ethod of i.ddi or

a groue, of n umbera 'written in an arithmetic series. This m
be used. to dramatize' how- some pupils 'apply in ht to 'find
a solution to a problein. That Gauss was only 10. years .9

the time might of interest, to the class. Yours better
uiis should be told - .that- there 'are _other__than__Gaust

o quickly fintiing the sum 'of a 'series.:of numbers. Some

students ml§lit be encouraged to .discover Methods of their .67..m
for adding number series_ quickly.

The number" method it one that May be used This
method can ',be used for an -even or odd number of integers. The

-following examples may be- used to explain this method,- to tries
students who have tried to discover other .methods.

Example A'. 1 ÷ + 3 + 4 + 5 =I: 6 -7 ?

In this series the middle nuttibe'r (in this case,
is the -average of the series. The sum is the prp4uct
of the 'irqddle number (4) and the nUmber- of integers
(7) in the series. 4 7 28 .

C 3

Example B.._ _1 ÷ 2.± 3 ± 4 +_ 5 + 6 + + 8 = ?
In this se=ries the middle number lies between 4
and' 5 and may be thought of as 4.5 or 4 1/2. Again
the. pro-duct of thin "middle number" and 'the number
of -integers in the series will produce the correct

36

:You me.y want to give .the student6,.several more problems on which
They may pply this method.



to -Exei.ciae age 4

55

1302
11. (0 + 0): 51 1275

12;

Yes
.yes
yea

200) 201 20100

If we- start with. 0 there are 201- integers in the series giving
us Lp + 200 201. If we start with .1 there-81.e 200 integers in
ctotir series and we have (1 + 200) 200. The products of like

.2
factors are equal. Themethod also ma, Age used in a series
if we -select a number other than 1 or O-is starting points.
Some, _of_..the:_better students may investigate swhe,the r=the
method works in other-number series.
,John Vriedrich Karl Gauss was born in Brunswick,: Germany.

in 1177. He died in 1855 at the age or 78. He siinetd his
A

step -eces-Karl-Friedrich-Gauss-.- Many-of-the-refarences-,
this



Together with Newton. and Archimedes, Gauss is label d as
one af-jtie --three greatest mathematicians of all time. .He is
frequently. re ferred to as the "Prinbe'. of Mathematicians: ".

1)ne--day, pribr to his third birthday, Gaups was wip.chin
his ('ethernak :out ewe Id yrc:511' for e,labOrer under.
hia chargei Suddenly the lad "Father 6 koning is
wrong, it should be . 1 " After care-filly checki g-the=

-ft tes, Gauss! father:474de the ..neceasar3i carredtions
After his "seventh birthday Gauss siarted chool -. At ;the:.y=age of twelve he quest ionedalEn "ii Is geometry. .A.t fifteen he--

entered Caroliftet ,Cfollege-en d mas 'elite the clasSica.' By .seven-

=

teen he had Studied the works of Ru3.er, Lagrange and Newton.
k

Newton wasAhis hero. lie never lowere_ esteem for-him.
Gauss had no financi rries during his twenties an

thirties . He4 was suppor ed a pension from the Duke of
Brunswick. These years were his most prolific, largely due
to the de's 'generosity, as this relieved eltss`
problems.

When he Ttl s twenty Gauss decided to be a mathematician
instead.of a. philologist (study of Ian ages,. classics and
their- Histdric relationsb.iP )

His Mist masterpiece was published in 1803. enti4ed
quisitions." In 1805 while still.--being snapportpdby his
pensi9n, he Tarried.. His wife aied= in 1899 after the birth or
their son',' Louis.. Gauss remarried a year later,

When the. Duke of Brunswick died in' 1806dauss had to find,
a wad to earn a living. -In' 1807 he -\ was appointed Director of
the GiBttingen -0bservato17 and Lecturer of Plathematies at
Ottinori Mil/6r tY

Gauss made 'startling discoveries in the fiel f astronomical :
-

mathematics. He. calculated the orb_1if planets and, the' comets
_ _

.
.

_ ______.........__. _
iFinancialle was not successful. lost ofshis works were,______

not published until after his death. c`The ro al -ies from his
c. , .

texts pUblished prior o his clean were &nail.,



. 0
.This section is only brief_introduction.to probability.

41th- gh students may becomes interested at this point and attempt

more complex peobleMs it would be better if they waited. The unit

on probability comes later in' the text

rdibe,--'. page 6-
- (1 out of 52 ),. This simple problem should guide' he

-, students tc- e' ize that there are 52 cards in all and
only oneface of spades. Therefore, probability s only
Lone out of 52.

(4 out of 52 or 1 out of'13 )" Probability, is a ratio of
"pbssible:6Orrect selections out, of total pobsibilities.
The studentslipuldbereminded that this does not mean

:that.he..11111.41taw an ace with tihe_ 13.driWET but
-merely tW- his chanee:taineone. out Of 13.

out of 6) Because a die has-six sides and only one
side has two dots.

INBUSTER (1-dut of 36) The more advanced students
reason that there-are36 poss e combinations. A table
maybe construQted to show-the 6 possibilities.

Show the 6. possibilities:

12s-tde 1

Since there is only one way
is ne out of 36.

5. .1/a

1 2

making 2 ones, the probs.41itY



Why yoU need to know mathematics

This section should be used primarily' for reading by the

students and class discussion. Some words like deduction and

induction will need to be discus e.d beyond the reading in the

-text:'' One way to improve and e end one's vocabulary is to

introduce.a new word (or several new words) each day. The

teacher:may not wish th adapt this whole section to a 'formal

class assighinent. It. may be wise merely to assign the. reading

for hoMeWork and then let students voice any questions raised

by the reading.

Supplement Teachers Guide .Unit_ I

Supplementary Problems and Answers

(Answers are in the square brackets)

Gauss# method for the addition of a group of numbers.
til

Add the first :five odd. numbers, beginning with.'1, [25];

ttekfirstsix, [36]; the first seven, [49]; the first_

Wthere a,gerlepal law? [The sum is the square of ttnumbv. of

addends]. Add the first 1000 odd numbers. [10002-o1,000,000].

2. What is the 5th even number beginning with 2,[10];' the

7th, [14]; the loth, [20]; the 1000th, [2000]. How is -the

5th odd number related to the 5th even number? [The 5th odd

number is one less that' the nth even number]. What is
4
the

1000th odd number? [The 1000th odd' number is one les6 than the

1000th even number]. 'Rbverse this process. Fill in the blanks:

10 is the [ t5 even. number_

,28 is the [ 14 Tth even number

9 is the odd number

99 is the [2_]th odd number,

8



1. Prob ty

1. What is the probability that a head appears when one

do n'istossed? [ 1/2, one ouj of 2

111

2.0 If two coins are tossed what is the probability that

both coins show tails? j 1/4) that exactly one head shows

V21.
3, There are- four aces (from a playin

be dealt to four people. What is the proba ility that the

first person_ who receives a card gets the a e of hearts

[ 1/4 , there are 4 possibilities, one of which is favorable

Card deck) to
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T' 1. A mat'hemati

L/

SIT r
Spmple'Test'QUe tions

ART I. TRUE ALSE,

works more like a poet

T 2. Mathematics is an art as well as-a sole

F 3. , Computing mach nes are taking the place

in creating ne mathematics.

T ,4 Mathematics c b a hobby for some eople.
\ * e

T 5. Mathematics is mused by the government in making impo

ei

of.:Mathe Stici

bookkeeper.

decisions.

-F i The aritheti
F 7. A mathematician

textbook is the:best source o mathematiCS.

prefers to solve problems by trying all'.

ince science s more important in our society today, mathe-

matics is leis portant.

1, The most impor

A. measuring and d

II. MULTIPLE CHOICE.

art of a mathematician's work is:

awing.

B. recording the data systematically.

C. Rounting and co uting

*D.' thi -ing and ?'re ning.

E. none of these.

Deductive reasoning best be defined as:

A. reasoning by tryi gvall ;possibilities.

B. reasoning by experimentation.

*C. reasoning by logiclathinking.

D. reasoning by trial a1 d error.
_ .

E. reasoning by popul



receive a.-total of candy bars, a conclusion
-

rueietth-boy 'receives at lea one without cut=

E.

JA

one boy. peceives 10 candy b

each boy .receives, at .least

One y receives at least 4
one., boy-receives candy

none of these.

andyt, bars.

candy -bars.

If you wish to b ure that no two students hive birthdays in - .e,
,-4

the Same Month, tie greatest nun Er of 'students you could

chooseNis:,

A.

12

13

364

B. none

The vowels are

2

0, u, and y. The Ifrobab y of,

choosing a vowel from th e -le ers of the W- able would

be

A. vne_olut.Of two.

B. one out of three,

-C. one. out of four.
D. one out of six.

E. none of these.

The sum .off. all '61-le w ole floral/era

:found by /

A. multiplying 45 b

multiplying ,22 1 -b

,4 to 41 can be quickly

and dividing the product

37



tiplying, b 38 and dividing the p- product by
1. _4.

ltiPlying 22.'1 by 41.

none of these

Th0 pry uet Of-t o.consecutive.numb6ra such as will

ft

Tway s be .aver because:, 4
*4k

it will always have a 2 its onels-pla e.

n9ne of these are true since the kstatemObt

'one of the two .numbers is even.

when multiplying.any wo numbers the product

-all-of-the-above are core ct.

you pick 7 different numbe s from 1

tes.

even.

number of them Illichimuz

D.

1

2

3

None of these.

What is the least numberayou must pick out of a group of 20

en?

by what is the least
-At

children

_fie sex?

2

*B. 3

11

D. 19

E. None

rlorder'to be sure that at least two must be'af the

these,

104 Tf you mt4 tipsy a two-dig. .t-.numbe

gFeateSt. possible answer you

98,901

12

by a three-digit number

an get ia:

1



Here is a at

x,Suppos-e 'you cut- it a few times, only one pie e at. a Dab

Each -cut changes the total,,-number of pieces Now -memw peices

willcy0i&have if yoll make 17 cuts?'

A. 16

B. 17

i8

None o

12. Ann multiplied a number by itself.

following. Which 4-nw

A. 22801

22802

.22803

22867

E. -?2 130

13 A

aer was one of

18 boys had a baseball team (9 players

ball team ('11 players). Five boys were on neither team. How

many ere on both?

A. 2

-7

You can't tell-from this ihfor mation.

None of Vies answers.

13



:Add .t odd egers fivom

Add 2 + 1 1 x:F 21 + +, 9 +
What ,is the least pumber;of pupiwis
that at 41ea 4 pupils

(37)
If you had a ale with eight 'faces:.; rlunbered i ta S, what

9 =

(134Y

4.
you mu

irthd

r

be sur.e
eine month?

A

would be the ,probability

If you had alp4r of dice,. each with -8 races numbered 1 O

_1

what would ,1Ye ,

( 1

the probability of tossing a two? VT'

What is the probability of electing an eight-from a re

-eck of playing dards? 'T
at is the -probability of d

s 1
)playing cards? (7

I

he.art- froth a regular d



Name of Teacher:

ame of Schoolc Pi

City

Number of dais giveil to. ths,teachin
(including.testing ) of this uni

titL

.Approximate dates":

USE THE BACK
ANSWER

State:

HEET IF Y613 NEED EXTRA SPACE TO
OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW

e a s anent about the ability level of he pu ils in .the'
alasg state tether your school uses some plp of homo -
geneous g ouPing-

What p rts

What' "parts of)the
teach?

Did. you omit ,a.r

unit prQvec

pert?

tif

Dia' you -use an

If so.

Did y
tiona

be the most teachable?,

114

ved to be the most difficult to

t were they, and at

find it necessary
practice material:

7.
from textbooksIf so, was

elopmental materials

haft points were they used?

provide the pupils with addi-

or did you write your own?

A

Do. you pink that a unit ,on this topic should be included in
regglar textbooks for-7th . and 8th grades?

Please make ANY additional comments about zrour teaching ex_
perience with this unit Which you. think Would be helpful to
the Panel-reapOnsible for preparing ahUexperidenti_mlwith
textbook material0 for grades 7 and 8.

15



UNIT I

SIAmm y of Teachers' Comments

Reports' On Unitt 1 w ve received from 75 teachers who taught
it in 110- blassese Of these Masses 50 were grouped according to
ability (35 high, 9.medium; 6 low and 60 were het-rogeneous.
Three-fourths ofg.th classes were seventh grade d most of the
'rest Were eighth gr de classes There were a:f classes. at the

_

sixth, ninth, to th grade levels. (Most of' teachers agreed
that the unit. shou be included in the seventh grade.-

L., The time on the unit varied from 2 to 17 days., Some
70. % of the teachers taught it for from 3 to 8 days. It is su
gested that proWitbly 5-or 6 days is a reasonable tine for most

Classes.
Abe

The teachers regarded the sections askmost easily taught or
most difficult in the following order of, frequency:.

'Teachability
Most difficult

Gauss 2i DeduCtipn
js.robability Deduction

Probabili
Gauss

N te-that there -were dinerences of opinion with respect to
teachability and difficulty.

A few representative' comments made by teacheis Were:

4
The inter t of students 'was Very'high.' 'Alao there-WaS
participation in discUssion by students wha normally are
reluctant to contribute-

There was very good reaction to this material as an
opening unit. There was evidence that the family at
home had been brought into some discussions and their
ihterest waA whetted for more.

This type of material should be spaced strategically
throughout a text.

I recognized that ay teaching of 'the unit to my second
participating blabs was better.

.,, 4
The interest span of the lower group is longer than it
was when they were studying traditional work.

16



UNIT Xi

-THE SCIENTIFIC, SEESAW

This unit can be-used t a mathematics -class or a science

class or it can be planned as a joint-project. It might well

follow Unit-I, "What Mathematics Is and Why You Need to'Kpow It."

Much of the science that is taughtitd the schools today

8 descriptiye-sblence, andit-omits or neglects the quantita ive
.-

aspect of the subject. Yet only by a study of quantitatrve-

data can one learn-to carry out. the four steps of a scientific

experiment,, namely:

1. The scientist obServes what happens and collects and

studies the quantitative da

TO explain the_taCte he has 0 served, he states his

hunch as a hypothesis which expresses the pattern he

are:

sees in the data.

He makes predictions, telling what will be peeri if

certain other observations in the experiment are made.

He goes,backto the equipment and tests his. prediction.

If it works in a reasonable number of cases, he can

state his discovery as a theory or principle. No

amount of tests will ' "prove" the principle, but a

rather large number of tests will show that the

principle is very likely be true. The principle

is usually'stated with mathematical terms and symbo

The purposes of his unit on "The Scientific Seesaw"

illustrate by a simple experiment the typical

.inductive method of science;

to give pupils experience in collecting mathematical

data. in an experiment in science;

17



to.help pupils tee,the importange of the quantitative

aspect of the phyiical-experiment;

(d). to furnish applications of some mathematical

The.equipmedt7ip verse simple. A meter stick should

always be availab.leAn a science or a mathematics clastroom.
lk

If-there no t q f weighps,,a hatch of pennies Can be used,

but.newer ones w l be more similar in weights than old dirty

ones. ,

The Law of the L ver-is one that can be discovered rather

eatily,if measurements are carefully made, and yet it is very. ,

fundaMental in science and in its use in mdch equipment-that

we see around,us such aS crowbars, 'tongs, scissors, etc.

= it is ricomMended that each pupil .take part n the exper

yenta, The teacher may find it profitable to divi e the class

into groups of five, pupils, so that each group may carry out

its okn experimetv In the group, one. pupil may hold fhe

string by which the 'bat, suspended, one may adjust the weights

and distances, a third may read the scale and the-remaining two

'-act as recorders. As the excieriment proceeds, the pupils may

rotate these responsibilities so that each one has a chance to

perform them all, and to experienc0 the complete experiment.

When pupils are doing the experiment and recording measure-

ments in Table I, help thet discover .two relationships: if- the

weight is increased, the distance from he fulcrum is decreased;

also, if a weight is doubled, the dis nce from the fulcrum is

only half as much; if the wei t is made three times as much,

the distance is only one-third as much, etc. The products of

weight and distance in Table I should all be approximately 120.

Tables II, III, and IV suggest ways of beginning the;

measurements in order to get a large number of readings and

also to help bring out certain relationships. Also, reading

the meter stick should increase pupils' familiarity with this

kind of measurement.

18



T-XI-3

After recording all the measurements in their tables,

pupils should be able to see and formulate in their own words.

the Law of 'the Lever, namely that the product of one weight

and its distance from the fulcrum is equal to the product of

the other weight and its distance f ron the fulcrum. JEiriefly,

-wd = WD. I

.The purpose of Table V is to see whether pupils can use

arithmetic and apply the law to specific cases. The last four

figures in the table show tkjiat if a sufficiently long lever

is used, a tremendous weight can be lifted..

Graphing is a Skill that needs to be used both in mathe-
\ . .

matics and science. This experiment ,gives a set\of figures

whi,ch can by graphed easily and yet they fonm a curve which

these pupils probably have not studied.. The teacher may wish

to follow up this graphing with several other graphs for

practice which would ield similar curves, as. WD 48 or

WD .--- 96. The, hyperbo a is such an interesting curve that

better students should be encouraged to investigate it and

its uses further.

In all this wok, help pupils to become aware of the

importance of mathematics in science and of the necessity o

mathematical data to carry out experiments.

9



Table

(a) (b)
10 8-10
12 12

10 20

12' 6

Tale II
w 16 l 0.-

d 6 6

16 24.
6 4

44 Table III
20 4.0

15

4. Table' IV

7
20
15

w 18 18

d 5 5

W 15 10

6 9

91-X1-4

ANSWERS

(#v) c()7

10 10, 10 10 10
.

12 12 12 12 12

5 8 15 24 12

24 «d 5 10

16 16 16 16 16

6 6 , 6 6

6 12 4f' 13 48
16 8 24 12 2

10 15 30 7 50

30 20 10 40 6

20 20 20 20 20

15 15 15 1.5 15

18 18 .18 1 18

5 5 -5 a 5 5

30 45 9 6 5

3 2 10 15 18

P. 4.. Exercises.
1. a) They are d he same ,distance rrom the fulcrum .

( b )
1 r.

The new di stance is of the original distarite.
c) The new U is Twice as large as the origins -1 D.

(d) wd

The product.:D t H t,e distance ,es the weigh 'On
each bide arc

20



suggest checking cases with the smallest numbers.

% (a) the weight increase the distance decreases.,
CO As the distance increases the weight decreases.
Note: The teacher may wish to point out that this is



5'21 '15 23 11 146 14 100 =100 16pF.

5 6 4 8 7 5.5 50 X50 500 - 5000

15 '20 12 8 13 10 100 1000_10000 100000,

7. 9 7 4.5 7 10 8 7..7 5 5

Suggest checking cas

(a) As the weight, increases the distance,decreases.
(b) As the distance increases t he weight,decreases.
Note: The teacher may wish to point out that this is
an inverbe relationship



e of Teacher: _

ARe 91. :8°1101:

City: _State:

veTI to the teach

Approximate dates:

E THE' BACK OF THIS SHEET IF YOU NEED EXTRA SPACE TO.
ANSWER ANY ©F THE QUESTIONS BELOW

Make a statement about the ability. level of the pupil, the
class and state whether' your school uses some Plan of hamo--
geneoue grouping.

at-part -of the-unit proved
ach?

be the mist diffiett

Did you omit any par

upplmnentary developmental

were they, , and at what points ere they fed:

Di you find it necessary
tarsal practco .material:

If Sop Was it from textbooks Or did e yourown?

-think-that -a unit on this -topie-should- ineluded7-in,
lar textbooks for 7th and,8th grades?

Ple se make ANY additional comments about your teaching ex-
perienee with this unit which, you think would be helpful to
the Panel resp_onsible expend
textbook mat.erials for grades 7 and-8

23



etude
'T6 ache

Conments

the; phapter on the scientific seesaw -was 'used by 12 teachers
eations, lar ly with heterogeneous:. grouping. Those who

liked- it' d invariably found it well received by --the

ev

- the',13-Cience classroom.

-reported spending
ere devoted to

'teacher and in at Jeast

fro 3 to 10 days on the materialt
the chapter in, most dla6ses. ;Xn3.

aught-4,4*-t400pe
one instance-the unit was taugftl'

. _

Supplementary. material was seldom used although
,introduced other types of lever and a number :suggested this as all

994444_,e-option. _ Graphing 'was 484 'for some classes and for a
,ew 'others. the- laW-of -.the lever caused- diffiZUlty-:----
Cases the teachers were dissatisfied with the equips

ent --at -.their disposal. There was general ag out that the
chapter was especial y valuable as a tie 4.n with science, and aS an-
introduction to appl cations of mathematics.

a: few teachei 6



and glarld even

A STATISTIC

__erecting applications -of elemen thematics iS

fundame ideas- of which often come up.-iit grades

earlier. __e application' of --these ideas -is -in the

istic
heCo itUtion. This u

dollars are

gov

Very extensive and many millions of

spent each year to gather. statistics-for

4 1994,:the federal_ government spent a

on coil ctlig statistics. The breakdouu.we,

vernment

0,000,000

as follows:

Depae
Dept. of
Dept. o
Dept.-
Federal. T
Securities
Othe-r-Stat

of Agriculture
of Commerce (includes Bureau oeCens

p Education, litelfare _

Bureau of Labor Statiptics
including internal' itevenue Service

ade_Comcd.ssion
and Exchange Commidsion
st-ics- for -Fed eral-Civilian-agencies----------

5,985
24782,

32345
J1,03

234,0
5,

inde most jiinio high school etudents study the Constitution, the

tren hen' bothrelating of theirmathematics to

nets.

The purpose of this unit are hree-fold:

To develop, the elementszy concepts of statistics- through a

udy of.same of the data that. of r government must collect.

To develop an appreciation-of the important,use of mathe-

smatics in the social studies, thereby motivating and

-tering both. -4.

To show how a mathematical interpretation of statistics la
very important in making necessary planning and in predicting

r the goverment.

The:clues ns on pages 1-3 of the unit should serve, to st t

he probleme and to -find some of the :answers..pupils to think
25



a le i;esh itt the 'great extent, of the task.
t a for this - unit ` -is the` .STATISTICAL T

ry
T r1 T STATES _which has been published aniNal es '187

_ ,

con

preps Wider the ireeti n of the Bureau of the Canine

.T following grp is the Ytype that pupils are asked to do on

Populat lon o U , 1790 - 1950.

,m1Viyas

170
160

_150_
140

130
130

-110
100-
90
80
70.

6c

50
'.40

30
_20

10

00000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 CU In 4- (7t 0 Cf) U-1

OD Op CO CO CO CO co to-A cra crs cr.%

fro r-1 r-1 r-4 r-I 6-1 t-1 r-1 r-i

26



eked- n- agei 7';'"

, 0 1 ,also_ re certain changes in nation

'the !quota laws cif:19 . This -pair_ of graphs help -to

nestiona on pages 7 and 8.

Mersa* in po tion of U.B.Q. by decades 1790 - 1950 (1)

IsmigrStion.hy doodle's 1820 - 1950. - (2) .

00 \
er%

1-1



d he-development or

rence between' th loweit and highest numbers

1RITNNETIC MEAN -.the sum of the obaervations divided

middle number in the set

number. that
I

occurs most often

MEAN DEVIATION the average of the deviations

'Fa pils a work with the tables

following gene:_l_concept

(a)

are -given ShOuld-bri

The ringe i`s simple blot important figure, since it shim

whether there is a large. r

(b) The mode is an interesting figure, but does. not tell anything

eid-in'the observations.-

bout the distriVution of-the data. _

The median is rather, easy to find, but only tells that half

fie nubbers are ,below and half`-are above.- k feW inordinately

large or sma numbers have no effect on the Median. (See

cises 6 and 7, pages 20 end 21)

The 'mean is the numbed that the layman u refers to as

affected by every number, and so a few
r

small numbers might change a mean

siderably.

Deviation d fference)

the spread of a -set of number

figures

he mean s one way of

For instance, one set of

may be very concentrated and group themselves closely

around the arithmetic mean, while another y.have a very

wide -.spread on one- or both sides or the mean. Only the

average of the deviations is developea here. The

28



-uld not-trouble-the pupil's but rather

other iftuitive introduction to signed num

-sigma ie not taken into consideratl.on, in_ aversaging th; abeolute,

deviations. Further s

so-oallid standard deviation, is a next step in

e of data.

deviations, such as finding the

st pupils know that :they have had merely glimpse' into this

eresting study o statistics wit.ch is playing such in important role

in. life_toda7

The following list suggests some topics

special reports or special. projects:

The ntmber of automobiles manu

t 10. years.

.---The.-number-of--airplapes-produced.each__year__

10 years. Can y6u find out haw many airplanes the

in the U. S. in 1914?)

:Urban population compared with'farm

4. Amount of _ir-condit

5. Air travel vs. railroad. tray

Farm machinery, such as number of tr

The teleVision industry.,

Feroentage tion inschool each year.__

y- be desiraide that .the teacher have the pupils collect data

such as temperatures) and' ana ze the data as a classroom project.



1940; The depression.

.1950; A 'slight depression. ,

:=-1846-47-vae the height of the famines. Migration to U.S. inertia
4

:7: '140-1.9-+:24 + 3.3 +,4.2 Et = 11.9,

-or- 23.2,5.3 = 17.9

.2 + 8. 104

or 76.0 -X3.2 =

16.0 13.7 + 17.1.4- 8.9 19.0 = 74.7.

1

increase n.

-According to:13(a ) I 0 5O contained the greatest ate o n

O Over 200,000000.

op figures are Used to oth-probleis

motion.

Social welfare.



4

ration has j-decreased.

anon in the 1931-1940 pe ese were the depre

re are e same.

18,0.1860 1900.1910

1870-1890 1940.1950

Iricreased..

h Increase ands decrease. Econdmic expansion. W

d) Decrease. Overpopulated and depression

en, five.

9 Decreased, but not as much as the. 10:years before and after

There ha been less and less ..ration.. It is extremely diffictilt_

to predict, the immigration during1950-1960 since the situation in -4-p
; .

The Kraph, however, indicate:

the-flusher may be as low as 100,000..

he trend continues

5. The depression was at its highest- point during 1932 ,1934

-uziemployisent

4flto-sale- -4j-during-a-depression.

Unemployment compensation paid increases.

-Food and clothing sales drop.-



score is 87.

--See graph.

P. 15

,'See graph.
a - r

The highest bar

The median a ut 4000. There ars u

as many below this 'figure as there are

The Mode is. \85.

The median i 85.

above it.

The median-is

The -rate of .patents issued des

sad during the:-.1911-55

1935-1950, rand then



a ion from , greatest in 1953 and 10540_ R

Thee, era year8,of zuvupturn it busiflesa. .-,

Pe!iationlrom mean 'vas least in 1951.
.

84

deviation = 9 6

raise 5 -la A greater.

Ave ge deviation A of Exercise 5

Average deviation indicates

of the at fgrades.,

No.

2., Median=

No.

= 49

Deviations from mean are-
.

8, -48, -25,

tively.

Average deviation. 67.

Me

(b) Three are

7, 7 .0.0

0, -6, +210, 08, and 2 spec-
_





,X10 -3000

3000.4000

5000

5000

00' 7600

7(!+

9

-10,000.45,000,

15,000 ,000 5Z3

2Q,0005,000

13.36

9.9

3390

35 .

5323

0

7
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PATENTS

PATENTS ISSUED T OUS D

1901-1905

1906-1910

1911 -1915

1916 -1920

1921 -1925

1926-1930

1931-1935

1936-1940

1941-19115

1946 -1950

114-19

_FUNCTION -OF- PERIOD- --

Tablq V, 16
Ex 7.



UNIT XII

ample_ _Test_

PART- I. MATCHING,

followingby placing the letter corresponding to the be-

description before each of the numbered words or phrase

Problem. 1.

G I. Arithmetic mean

(B) Deviation

_(D) 3. Graph

(A) Mean Deviation

Median

Prob e

(H 1. Mode

(B). a Range

(E) Statis

(A1-- Table

(C). 5. Trend

cal inference

Average of the differences.

from the mean

,Difference of each value

the mean

C. Difference

the median.

A picture of statistical data

E. Middle value in a set of data

F. Number of observations cited

Sum of the observations livid-

of each value from

ed by the number of them

A. Collection and arrangement of

facts in a condensed form,

for ready reference

Difference between the high-

est and lowest values

General direction or prevai

ing tendency'

D. Largest value that occurs

E. Method of drawing conclusions

or making decisions on the

basis of ejbmples of data



Number ..of es a value occurs.

Reasoning fram the general to

the particular.

H. Value occurring most often

PART II. MULTIPLE CHOICE.

The median-and the mean of a set of data will be:

*A. sometimes the

B.- always the same.

C. 'never the. same.

D. nphe of the above.

In the table to the right, the

Mdiari-ag

A. five.,

B. four.

*C.- ten.

Is nearest' to:B

f een.

From the table on the right,
the mean of the data can not

be 'computed becausev

A. no mean,exiSts.

B. values are large.

grouping is wide.

D data are open- ended.

The next fou

Ag

0 -

5 -9 5.

lO - 14 12

Number in
e rou

2

umber in
group'

0
53

11 62

Over 20 '73

questions refer to the following graph.



MILLION
OF

PEOPLE,

=

=

=

=,= .

1= a=

of the folio ingyears 18 out of line with the genera]4 Which

trend?

A. 1946

B 1952

2945

D. 1955

In which period did t: e number of births'increase the most?

A. .1935-40

4.14. 1945-50

1955 on

D, before 1935

The number of births in 1957 was 4.3 million. The number 114.

has been rounded off to what place value?

A. ten-thousands

B. ten-millions

G. millions

hilftdredthousands

11



e number %pf ,births 1960 would be:

uestions are based on this data:

15, 18, 28, 29, 30, 31, 31, 40

were, changed to 19, the median would:

increase.

decrease.

remain the

dioaPPear.

If one more item,

*A.

B.

C. remain the same.

increase.

decrease.

_

k were added the median would:

P. disappear.

The next two questions are based 9n

85, 85, 8o, 8o, 8o, 77, 71

The mean of this set is 78, the WI,

10. The deviation from the rye

A. 3

B. 7

G. 0

D. '6

11. The average deviation from



flex!' cheeks the time of arrival of each worker, labs

f minutes early by a numer with a minus sign

first two groups ,of, Which are given here:

Number of Workers

-19 .to -16 -0

3.5 to -12

e next group should b

A. to -9.

*E1. to -8.

0, -12 to -9.

D. -10 to -7.

many workers would fall into

2

A. - 5

B. 4

ttatements which are always true with a plus,s1

h are not always true with a minus sign

deviation is the same as the arithmetic.

is the difference between the smallest value

and the largest` value in a given set of data.

Extreme values have no effect on the median.

4. The arithmetic average and arithmetic mean both ,have the.

42



are

.theA4.0th-.:scPre.mill.be the median.

ed in o- er-of-si

The value which occurs most frequently in a given set of

data is Called the mode.

Statistia

Statistia is a country with a population of nine people. Although
IL

it is !mall, it likes to do things bigger count es do; it has

pride. When it takes its ten-year census, it puts the information

in the form of a table. Here is some information about the

pOpulatiqn, and a table based on it.

The youngest citizen is a girl two years old.

There are three twelve-year-old boys.

There is one eighteen year old girl.

There is one twenty-seven year old woman.

.There are...two men whose ages are thirty-pne and Oa tw00._

The oldest citizen is ninety-three.

Population Table.

0 - 9 1 50 - 59 0

10 . 19 4 60.- 69 0

20 . 29 1 70 - 790

30 -, 39 2 80 - 89 0

- 49 0 90 -991
The old man likes to think that the population of Statistid is

middle7aged; he quotes the Average age to show that this is so.

The boys say that the,population is very young; they give the mode

to prOve their point. The twenty-seven year old womaii says that

43



she herself is near the median age. Answer the following

giving figures `to p ve your point.

1. Is-the old man right? Why? 'es, from his point of

view since the meana, e is 26.5!years.

Is the woman-right? Why? (Ns, since thenedi age is

18 ears

Are the lboys right? 1.1h-

hat the made is 12 years.

but onl the sense

Some Of the citizens assert that the mean ofthe popUlation 'does

not really represent the age-group of the population correctly.

They quote the mean deviation to, prove this. Give your opinion,

mooting numerical data to support your opinion.

4. Yes for the mean deviation 17 4) ears.

One twelve year old boy suddenly discovers. that tie is actually

only three, since he Was born on February 29th and'has had only

-three birthdays-. However, he says that even .if this is true, _it

doesn't make a.y difference in the mode. One of the others says

that the median will change, while another says that the mean I

constant. Tell who is right and why.

The mode remains unchanged and so also does the median.

However, the mean will be redUced.

PART III. COMPLETION.'
P

The scores for the baseball team were: 4, 7, 11, 5, 7, 8, 13,

9, 7, 7p101, Complete the range, mean, median, mode, and average

deviation.

1. 'Range = (9)

2. Mean = (8)
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e or::Teticher::,
-.

0_0- School:

City State:

Number of days given to the teaching
(including testi f this unit:

Appro ate 6

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET IF YOU NEED EXTRA SPACE TO
ANSWER ANY OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW

Make a statement about the ability level of the pupil in the
class and state whether your scho ol uses some plan of homo-,
geneats grouping.,

i3art of :the 12 0170b4gr be the most t

What parts of the'. proved to be the most difficult te7:

Did you omit

Did you use any supplementary developmental material.
. -

If so, what were they, and at what points wer6 -theiVsed:

Did you find ittne as ry to provide the pupils
tional practic mat rial:

If so, was it Irom textbooks or did you write your own?

h -`addi

you think that a unit, on this topic should be included in
regular textbooks for 7th and 8th grades?

'lease make ANY additional comments about your teaching ex-
perience with this unit which you think would-be. helpful to
the Panel responsible for preparing and experimenting with
textboOk-iiiiterials for grades= 7 and 8.
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Summary of Teacher0, Comments

Unit laIst, Uncle Sam as a St tisticiani was taught. to *nine
classes by nine different teachers ix of the classes . contained
students of various abilitieS and hree of the classes the .

students were above averagg, in.tabili The number of daya spent
on teaching the unit ranged from days to 17 days. Oahe average
was` alit 12 1 days.

7

general the ted0hers found all the unit easy to teach.
teachers. indicated that the materials on central tendency an

graphs 'Were' especially liked" by:the-Students. It was reported
that some students needed assistance in finding trends,frot data
and the average of deviations. About. half Of the teachers found
it helpful to provide additional:aUpplementary developmental and
practice material. Some teachers'planned the it with the sore a1
studies teacher and highly recommended such a ooperative 'arrange-
ment.

TtY, -minor-suggestions: the teacherd who taught:-the-uni
inclusion'. in the mathematids program far either the'

seventhgrade or eighthr'grade.



UNIT XIII

CHANC

Tmrpose of this unit,is to introduce a few-of the

properties of probability. It was *decided

he Word. chance" would be used in place of "probe-

If you prefer the term,"probability,

tempts
A

al3htind- Of proabilit

illustiate that the estimation of

statement is often a-matter of'

/buss there aro exercises in which the pupil

bunt events. It is also illustrated that in order to

count, one must be able to classify events or identify classes.

We chose-to use the classification of 'rue" and "False"

At would be desirable to stress this thpr-

tant eondit'on fOr the counting process. Other examples that

'her coulduseto illustrate a.dichoto of Classes

black and White, on and off

and so'.,pri.

right and left, win, and le

The telIT men: I -,used instead of " statemen

toappii'te a statement Involving an eleMent of chance, like

the:0Am- the first page and in exercises throughout the unit..i

wn we associate

thitiC:number the m

tim

a number with a chance statement we call

a we of the chance that the statement is

shorten this expression to merely "the

re of the chance statement. While this a use of the



mewiiat different. fro n

iris'Meakatring lengths or in measuring

common with all qietsurements; associate a number (an eitima--

tiOn-ini;,e. Sense) with an

the phy'si

based on

sciences

necessar

object or tuation or :quality' in
e- statement.- in this case With

a n

mean o ie especially useful in making cl ions

chance. As matbeMatics is applied in the Soo-lea'

even -more than in the phyaical science -, it b
ee upon a basis. yr scale of measurement

1)01-expressed by numb but which is neither, determined

diredt1 exactly.

vises pp. 37
The first: set _f exercises is designed ,t introduce. tl ie

concepts. of
.

-assify_ing, Counting, ratio,- estimation and the

meaning and measure

must -keep

based-__on. a model

of .chance .0

nd that a =probability s
upon loOking at past .experPence

f- 1

St aternused to look ahead and a.s the basis
events. The looking ahead, is, thou

e ,
great many events like. t .ones investigated in the problem.

bout futu
concern d with

The boat we can. do with the informatidn we have in any

loin is /set -up. som procedure for estimating Vie prota.-
point be discussed manywould that th

,,..
1
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III
_;

,r13,1' la .,proper...
O.,

!
'' +his' means that if the a eve

Or: tuty 1;0000000,, the number of tunes in

-veryollis e 70000Q0 _or -- an -a- deo ith

tahoiltr-**7(5 and more 'accurately (by .mathomatios,
-. .*
it.) it w. Ot d be almo

and 71.0pA statement, like this was not in-

xi and ,is _ly, reicornmianded for cal!' use ion

h' the

bons may be rai i end ould be about -the wo_

--methods: DV- f ind).ng, a nioasVe 6f- a chance statement- disoussed-.

on pages' 7 and El In the example on_ f 1 about the weather,
7

chance a stimated _easured by. experimental evidence or

_empirical evidence. Generally we aescrciate _this `:proved

witritrolant-if-ic-stethod- --least-, this

method we f.irst, study. It is a matter of drawing conclusions

7frois, a net 'of ob,serini-tiOnd. '.Some people caul this the

ducti410:proceas." Here we are using this method to

the truth value, the chance statement..

In . contrast t o
. °

we may also construct

mentioned in. the textretical model offour

heo .

toss-
coins provides an easy and cove.nient model to talk Eib

...

n

The pcfasibilt ies are- in general easy to list and each poasi...

.

..,._

----bil-it -is -eaEiy- to classify ae T-and--F, a in-when_we_



hat- tha

tease

T

hanoe,that" header appear. when '3 0 ins

e mean that 'crier ma y` triali the meaeure

chance would approximate' 6( 0

looks aheadvto": e.

get. close to) t8. Chance

sea, pp-. 1011

-Vice: -A I actually to cot tlp a model b

6.11,110-001-bAitiep : then, to write the truth Valuei of

each possibility

YoU-,may:Wish to 5.iluatrate a pattern for listing heads

... and tails,.

Fa' ern for 2 coins

(1) (2)'

T T

first oolumn i.s grouped' in twos, the second alter

ely- and T. There are 22 possibilities. The two ctasses

heads andtalle,_determine the base, 2. exponent 2 is

the number of coins

Extended to 3 coins we would expo 2 possibilit

This checks h cur list. Arrange them a follows:

51



T H

n groups of-fourt t

in groups oY.1.wo and the third column .alternately H And'

*For' foUr:coins we would expect 24 possibilities. Arrange._

ttie- fLret row in groups' of 8, the second in groups of '4,, the
third r grout's of 2, and the last-alterriatTily.ft and

The schernes above are certainly met necessary but they

are convenient. Truth tables of.symbolic, logic make u

similar arrangement -just for conveRience.
You may wish to ask questions How many possi-

,

*quid we have if we tossed 5 coins and .how could

they .arranged conveniently a ,tableir

Decisions and Chan°

This particular section provides review exercises in
another -sett in We are iritr oduc lug a use of probabil ity-

which is extremely important '.dcienc



;6

e that we use chance in this se

to help us make a- ehoice. We make

Mation-and models to arrive at some measure by

'select one or the other of two choices. Moro

hoices could course also be involved.

chance and whether this is

si hifi t difference.. This issue should not 13e-entirely

-dodged bUt:---mathematical analysis at this-time:Woad be

beyondlthe purpose and.scope of :this. Unit. HOwever

should riot glide over this question,Without an intuitive

discussion of it.

Expeaiiments 7 and 8 would-provide the best background

for the discussion aboutthe significance of the,differences

betweeh-the measures of the chance statementa.1

You may pointout that mathematically this difference

n b -established according to the chance" one Wishes- to

take. If: it is an important decision (say that there is a
-

great deal of money involved) one would.demand-A greater

difference between the two-me sUr- than if there were little

at stake. In the case -or experiment we. would settle for

d' small diffe'rence,.say -.05. The _difference should be agreed'

upon-before the counting

---rests-On'whether

is done. The final decision then.

he-difference- was-greater-t



7

0, out eqUal, we ,would be

gerdenlwaa better than the other.

iprOblem,:of "testing hypotheal

May be found in

OP,

hitin he following books:

-Sohn G.- Kameny, J. Laurie Snails, Gerald ThOmpson,

Introduction tr, Finite MatheMat c -Englewood Cliffs

end discUssion of

thematical ataa:

?rent iceai all, lnc., 1957.Inc.,

-1161)abil,- aid Sta, al, Inference; :Commission on

MathematVg- , Ceilee ante Ex- -Illation Board,
--;

425 West 3.1 th Street Nom York 27i Now York, 1957.

api,;es .'whY._the execroughout the unit e=
s

es- stipulate sudh things as "w alit;

look inside the box, "plant the seeds the same depth," and

a -"youare7-not----

"add the same amount of water to each box." :.chance- befocinitie

meaningless influence exerted over the problem. These

are examples of °bias. 'Point out that minimizing bias (it

cart never be completely eliminated in an experimental- design)

is one of thegmost difficult problems in estimating

chance .Which proVes to be Worthwhile information.

Experiment 6 is called a board'."

e experiment- shbuld be-a'elose-ap

e ure

54
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oximat ion -to-



the MOELBUiel of a chance

msy $N

carkL4itpec t,anawera of abOut 3.1 toi .,,NOt*i±:'thaV we

did-not 'asic th44 pupil to .write a chande,..a. errOant ,Or:,:tO find

n. ,experi*er*t..": You

.;

,
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, .,first assume we know who "In-refers:, I we
a, 'thiso then we have a declarative -senten

be .deternined to be either true or: false
T ( 2) F (3) ,F (it) T (5). (7)

6 2



ItIO*Lal4dethe possibilit- of standing in between

this is not one of the possibilities)

atement- =A - Statement

ate9ent,A - 1 2 Statement

4, State

Sunshine seemsw,MC*. likel

riments pp. 13 -16

0--1/2 b) _25

S tabement B is more like]:

2) -

4) Toss three coi4s,for, say 100 trials end record the number
trials in which exactly two heads turn-up. {problem 5 would
be similar - use ten coins instead'



impleTest:Ques

measure '-0; cur' chance of winning the basketball

next' Friday is 2,- we would forecast a ,lOss
:5

number :that measures the chance that a,IitateMent

tateme

contains: 2:_red, marbles _and 3 greehmarbi6s;_the

liklihood of draw_ing a red marble is the same as draw

a 4teen marble.
If a penny is tossed ICY times

:56-heads.

we will always get exactly

-pennies are 0 times we ex

head about 25 times.
The chance, that your friend has the same -bir.

Is t about

Truth value may be measured with a ratio
"Truth value" and "measure of chance"

ours

e same thin

'A forecast Of .rain with a probability- .(measure of chance

of 0.7-means that it is more likely to rain than not to.

-T 10.' Decision making can be based on.,a knowledge

T 11.- A forecast of rain, is a chance statement

PART II. MULTIPLE CHOICE.

Suppose you toss .a coin five -times and each time it comes

up heads. The chance of tossing a head on the sixth toss is



none off' he above.-

t, :6110 leathemlan -forecasts the 'Weather ,correctl

monthl and ,incorrectly 10 t
c

. that big- forecaat was correct i

A, 1

2

none 9f the above is correct.
A drawer contains 10 siockings an 10 red stock

'the_ smallept nuinber of Stockings you need to aka to

be sure you have a pair:of the-sanie color stockings

1L There are :two roads from Milltown to Luck and three roads from.

Luck to Turtle Lake. How many :different ways can John travel

from-Milltown to TUrtle Lake?



o thetie...
-s

ART III. MEASURES OP C g.

CWTHAT--i1'10 .1. 1_ Az. 1 'V 11' :1

(1)

r4,1

tOssed; exaetl

If two pennies are tossed, at leas

If th_ree, pe es are tossed, exam 1

th_tee:pennies ere

WO tails show,

one tail shows.

tails show.

t sed, at iSast show. _two head

FOR'EACH OF THE TO WING MERCIS CH66S E THE MOST

LIKELY TO HAPPEN BY COMPARING THEIR MEASURES OF E. S t T
_.... , . . , , ,

MEASURE OP CHANCE FOR EACH STATEME
/

1 . A.

(T)

If two coins are toss

If

:a head

re tossed, at least 1 'tal. Bhows.

If three coins are tossed, at feast ter show

If three _coins are tossed, at least head shows.

A. # If two cards out of thiee numbered 3, 4 are
chosen without looking, the elm Wi 1 be odd.

COME T

two

HE--

If -two cards_.,out -of three nunbere
chosen without looking, the sum w

PART IV. COMPUTATION.

OF .FOR:1TRESE-EVENTS.
r.

ever.



lilt-i--green marble and yel ow

W.I. mar ea' without Iodic

be chancedthat rou Fraw the red and green

blcj, order.
ir

2. , Three ,jackets are in sa: dark closet. One jacket be-

toyou's-tone' to Sill, and one to Bob. it:you

beach into e closet.,and take t tiro jackets, what

.is the chance that you get your own jacket?

A box%contains the letters A, B, and C. -For'eadh of

follow 'draws indicate the.itruth value 1pf-the

ce- otatFrdent- that

two letters are drawn.-
,

'TBUTH.VALUE;-

-A (T)

P (T)

A C a (F)

(11

B C (T)

B (T)

That. is the chande of drawing 15,-S in

he box, In the exaMPle abOve?:.

.
Two lettere are to be selected at the,

these letters, ,A, B, M, T, iii. a box

are picked without looking what.' is

hat order from

same time from

If the Utters:-

chance. that

a truth

the letters

B will he one of the letters picked?

table for the chance statement that. one



F

le above h

will be piked?
A die hEFA six faces with 1, 2, ki 5, or 6 dots on
each face, What is the measure of chance

.

that a 1 turn,,lich when the dip_ is tossed?

_at" is the measure or chinoe of .toss a total
7 with two dice?

A die has 12 races with 11- 2, 7, 8, 91

112 1X, or 12-dots"- on each fsace, MAO flis -the inessure___

of chance that- a 7 will turn= up when the die

tossed?
0

PART V. DEFINITION AND ESSAY.

In the formula C the me

C (Measure of chande)

NUmber of times a Statemen

Sum ,of the ,number of times the

a-Asp

Describe experiiient in:Which you
4)

Dy,

or chance with the actual event



-of Teacher:

name of Schopl,:

City:

Number of days given to.the teaoh_ng
(inclhding.testing Hof' this nit

E

Approximate dates:

USE 1HE BACK IS SHEET IF YOU NEED EXTRA SPACE
ANS ANY OF THE QWISTIONS TEtOW

1. Make a Statement about the ability level of the pupils ins the
class and state whether your sclbol uses some plan of homogeheL
OUs grouping.

arts of the

What parts o
teach:

did you om- a y part':

ved, to be the most teaMable?'

yea the most difficult to

Did you use any supplementary d velopmental mater k 'ads:
1

If so, what were they, x.,u at

Did you find it necessary to pi v-
tional practice material:

If so, was it from textbu.

points were ,they used:

the pupils with addi-

did you your owri?

Do you think that a unit on this topic- should included n
regular. textbooks for 7th and 8th grades?

Pfease.make ANY additional comments-about your teaching ex-
perience with this unit which you thiiiic would is helpful to
the Panel responsible for preparing, xxd experimenting with
textbook materials for grades 7 and

4



UNIT xi

achers- Conmients

Mobt of the nix teachers ho ported using the ]nit. spent §
tb -19 days on it,4ith Tclaxs bei the most representative. . 6
teacher :sspont at ifiTtehnts * days on the unit. The classes were
laygely,x)f-the,httemOgeneous.type.m.-Only two teachers had high,.
ability groups. ,

# --

All Aaachers -seemed to-reel that the ;entire tnit wasve
teachable4: '211'.one dasgiwhere..* material was used with a high
abilittgr414the unit;was said-'`to be too easy. It was the
ingOfMe6t-"teachers:Athat.no,wt of the unit Wag too .difficult

';--for-,-the'IreVerith or eighth grade vel.' Only in one-case was
vocabulary,mentionied as_ gdiPficulty. .7.f there were any omid
sionvit.was only,:becaust'of a lackofytime rather than for any
otheroreaSen. such dzcase the claSVomitted ah.ekPeriment:0:-
two.:)

Sit -of the n&ne teachers used Supplementary practice" erial.
were

4r, NI

IntrodUctIon
*Worldof e - The!,-Golden Library cii

-P _ -to Mathematib- - Kemeny, Snell, Thomps6n
Prentice. Nall, 1957.

Original'materigls by teachers
Newspaper data A
BasebalI'data.
Models for chance written by pu ils for. others sole
General comments writtervibyAeacilers4ceAtered around the

et tit the unit Vitas interesting toqhe'pupils4 fairly easy, and
in some &see oven.too easy. ThereaWere someoreactions from the
pupilS regarding the (Oneness of he exercises which a.t times
Made the work monotonous. Sod6 wanteAmorp kpplication to-eve
day life andthers to sctpnce.,. nmm

a 4
6. vo

SoMe pupils indicated they had to thInk more than when they
used the textbook%an4,preferYed the m4ria3,4.to tat:of.,the text-
bOok. 'Ail thet4tgtchrs agreed t4at the unit was Wuitabre for
seventh eighth grade levels. One teacher conunentedth
the material wolad be more suitable g it were broaden d

*

4 J


